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Why Do Our Media Support Palestinian Terrorists?
What on Earth is so wrong with the
mainstream media in the United States that
it can somehow find “equivalency” between
the terroristic assaults Hamas leaders in the
Gaza Strip have ordered against Israel and
what that beleaguered country is doing to
defend itself?

And in many cases, the hand-wringing,
condescending blowhards in our media don’t
just blame both sides equally. No, they’ve
somehow decided that Israel is the real
culprit in the case.

But it is not Israel that is using its civilians, including children, as a human shield for waging war. It is
not Israel that has hidden its rockets and mortars in schools, hospitals and civilian homes — and then
ordered civilians not to leave the area.

It is not Israel that uses ambulances to disguise its armed combatants, as it moves them from place to
place.

It is not Israel that has built dozens of tunnels under the border between the two areas and that uses
them to transport weapons of war. Israeli forces have even captured Hamas infiltrators emerging from
a tunnel carrying tranquilizers and handcuffs. Apparently, they were hoping to kidnap some Israeli
civilians or soldiers, so they could demand another prisoner exchange. (Back in 2011, Israel agreed to
trade 1,000 Palestinian prisoners for Gilad Shalit, an Israeli soldier who had been kidnapped by
Hamas.)

On Sunday, July 27, Hamas said it would extend a temporary cease-fire that both sides agreed to the
previous day for another 24 hours. But later that afternoon, it resumed firing rockets into Israel,
claiming that Israel demonstrated “a lack of commitment” to the cease-fire.

I think you’ll agree that it’s hard to show a commitment to peace when rockets are raining down on you.
The Israeli Defense Forces said in a statement: “Following Hamas’ incessant rocket fire throughout the
humanitarian window, which was agreed upon for the welfare of the civilian population in Gaza, the IDF
will now resume its aerial, naval and ground activity in the Gaza Strip.”

Thus far, Israeli authorities say that Hamas has launched more than 2,200 rocket attacks against them.
Happily, most of them have been stopped by Israel’s very sophisticated Iron Dome defense system. Still,
rocket attacks are a constant danger in the country.

The U.N. Security Council held an emergency meeting December 27 and passed a resolution calling for
“an immediate and unconditional cease-fire in Gaza.” The resolution also called for both sides to agree
to “a comprehensive peace based on the vision of a region where two democratic states, Israel and
Palestine, live side by side in peace with secure and recognized borders.”

Lots of luck getting the leaders of Hamas to agree to that. The group was founded to promote the killing
of Jews and the destruction of Israel. Heck, even the U.S. State Department recognizes that it is a
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terrorist organization. It is not about to change its objectives or its methods of operation because the
U.N. Security Council has issued another meaningless piece of paper.

Ron Prosor, Israel’s ambassador to the United Nations, said it was remarkable that the Security Council
could pass a resolution that “miraculously managed not to mention Hamas, or rockets, or Israel’s right
to defend its citizens.” And he added, “The equation is simple. When it is quiet in Israel, it will be quiet
in Gaza.”

And so the fighting and bloodshed continue.

There is a lot about this situation that is absolutely appalling. But one thing I have to admire is Israel’s
determination to protect its own citizens. I have often wished that our own government would
demonstrate a fraction of Israel’s fortitude and resolve.

Wouldn’t you be a lot prouder of your country if it did?

Until next time, keep some powder dry.

Chip Wood was the first news editor of The Review of the News and also wrote for American Opinion,
our two predecessor publications. He is now the geopolitical editor of Personal Liberty Digest, where
his column appears regularly. This article first appeared in PersonalLiberty.com and has been reprinted
with permission.
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